To: RDA Steering Committee
From: Kathy Glennan, ALA Representative
Subject: Revision of RDA 1.10.3 (Quotations in notes)

ALA thanks the European community for this proposal to offer more flexibility for the format of quotations per RDA 1.10.3. We generally support the proposal, but we believe that the ability to omit the source of the quotation should be presented as an optional omission.

Proposed revision

Marked-up copy (base text, RSC/Europe/3)

1.10.3 Quotations

When recording quotations from the resource or from other sources, indicate the source of the quotation. Use quotation marks, if considered necessary for clarity. The indication of the source may be omitted if that source is the preferred source of information for the identification of the resource (see 2.2.2).

EXAMPLE

“Published for the Royal Institute of Public Administration”

“A textbook for 6th form students”—Preface

“Generally considered to be by William Langland”—Oxford companion to English literature

Title on container: We’re still standing

At head of title: Arctic Biological Station

Publication statement reads: Impressi per me Wilhelnum de Machlinia in opulentissima civitate Londonarium iuxta pontem qui vulgariter dicitur Flete Brigge

Optional Omission

Omit the indication of the source of the quotation if it is from the preferred source of information (see 2.2.2).

EXAMPLE

“Published for the Royal Institute of Public Administration”

Publication statement reads: Impressi per me Wilhelnum de Machlinia in opulentissima civitate Londonarium iuxta pontem qui vulgariter dicitur Flete Brigge
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**EXAMPLE**

“A textbook for 6th form students”—Preface

“Generally considered to be by William Langland”—Oxford companion to English literature

Title on container: We’re still standing

At head of title: Arctic Biological Station

**Optional Omission**

Omit the indication of the source of the quotation if it is from the preferred source of information (see 2.2.2).

**EXAMPLE**

“Published for the Royal Institute of Public Administration”

Publication statement reads: Impressi per me Wilhelmum de Machlinia in opulentissima civitate Londonarium iuxta pontem qui vulgariter dicitur Flete Brigge